residential solar solutions

The rising cost of electricity coupled with the continued
environmental risks associated with coal, natural gas,
and nuclear power plants are driving many homeowners
to consider alternative energy solutions such as solar
energy. Solar energy is rapidly becoming an important
improvement project for many environmentally and
economically savvy homeowners, and with good reason.

the challenges of solar energy
Unfortunately, the installation of a home solar system
can be a complex project. Selecting a suitable system
location, filing the required permits, and selecting
quality, compatible components are just the beginning
of the process. A DIY homeowner may need to directly
manage multiple contractors and ensure that work is
delivered in compliance with all applicable building codes.
Lastly, receiving energy tax credits and incentives requires
the completion of many complex government forms.
Some solar installers offer attractive solutions that include
the promise of solar for little to no up-front cost. These
programs often include contractual agreements under
which the installer is entitled to ongoing maintenance
costs as well as tax credits and incentives that would
otherwise go to the benefit of the homeowner. Often,
these companies install systems on your home with a
“cookie-cutter” approach to solar - one where optimal
energy harvesting and aesthetic design are secondary
considerations to their profit.

the solution is ecomen solar
EcoMen Solar is different - our priority is ensuring that
you receive the best solar installation for your home.
This process starts long before our first conversation.
Through continuous education and rigorous product
evaluations, the EcoMen team ensures that it remains
at the forefront of residential solar installation. We offer
our customers the latest knowledge and products. We’re
about performance and integrity - high performance
products and service without compromise or excuse.

residential solar solutions
the ecomen advantage

solar financial incentives

 xperience over 35 years of experience in the
e
improvement industry making a “lifetime of friendship”
with each client.

• Electric utility savings


reliability
quality system completion from
individualized design and engineering all the
way through to installation and grid connection.

• Exempt from sales tax and property tax

 erformance measurably superior performance
p
through the combination of industry-leading products
and highly skilled tradesmen.
We at EcoMen Solar look forward to helping you
achieve your renewable energy goals. Once you have
experienced the EcoMen Solar advantage, you will
understand why we have a “lifetime of friendship”
with each client.

• 30% federal tax credit
• Solar Renewable Energy Certificates (SRECs)

We work with leading solar equipment manufacturers
to ensure that we use the highest quality solar products
available, from the solar panels to the inverters. Equally
important, we drive every step of the process – from design
to engineering, from permits to installation, and ultimately,
connection to the grid. This allows us to deliver customized
solutions for your home that optimize your energy harvest.
The end result is measurably superior performance that
is better for you and our environment.
Everybody talks about great service, but once you deal
with EcoMen Solar you’ll know what great service truly is.
We have applied our 35 years of home improvement
experience to creating service that matches the products
we install. Nobody works harder or more diligently to make
sure you get the solar solution that you need, backed by
the service you deserve.

To find out more about why EcoMen is the right choice
for your home, give us a call at 1-732-677-3736 or visit
www.ecomensolar.com.
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